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North East
Pensioners Association

A Tragedy Unfolding

NEPA with the National Pensioners Convention are trying to
highlight and change the way elderly and vulnerable people are
treated by government. Many can look after themselves but getting
support for the increasing number of those in need is difficult as
services, service providers are cut back or privatised.

State pensions in real terms are well below the poverty line. Deliber-
ately using lower indexing to keep state pensions low (basic £97.65
increased to £102.15) pushes more to rely on state services. These are
no longer coping because of the cuts. Indicative of this is:

 Pension up-rating fails to keep pace with inflation and is a real cut.
 Promised increases of £150 are not for today's pensioners.
 Less income plus VAT hikes mean less food
 Less income plus VAT hikes mean less heating
 Less public transport means more isolation
 Less income puts more people on welfare
 Less income leads to higher winter death rates

Scandal.The scandal of Health Ombudsmen report re avoidable
deaths in care is indicative of these facts. The report along with
exposures programmes like C4’s Secret NHS Diaries show that even in
death people can be robbed of their dignity and suffer unnecessary pain.
The NHS reform Bill is in a mess and will make matters even worse.

Care Less. Those that go into care often the mercies of the private
sector whose primary interest is profit. Poor standards and the
financial insecurity of even the largest of these companies is well
documented and no substitute for public sector standards.

Help Us. The elderly and vulnerable have a right to security with
dignity. They have worked paid tax and NI. This is an issue for all ages
especially as life expectancy rises i.e. we are all in this together. Please
speak to your politicians and ask them what they doing to prevent the
age tragedy that is unfolding. “Nothing” is not an option anyone of us
can accept.

If we all do a little - it can add up to doing a lot.

Monday 11 April 2011 a Day of Protest
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I WANT TO HELP/JOIN NEPA
NEPA works on the principle that old people are not helpless. We can organ-
ise and help ourselves. In NEPA we campaign for the relief of the old in the
North East and work with the National Pensioners Convention. We do this by
campaigning, lobbying, raising awareness of our issues and refusing to be invisi-
ble. If you think you or your organisation would like to be part of NEPA or
hear more about us please contact  directly:

Newcastle upon Tyne -The Monument 1pm

We are not invisible


